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Introduction
Virtual Cards

Do you know if your organization’s AP department is using Virtual Cards
(vCards)?
Do you know the difference between purchasing (or procurement) cards and
virtual cards?
Do you know when to use purchasing cards and when to use virtual cards?
Do you know how your organization can earn thousands of dollars in monthly
rebates from using vCards?
Can you distinguish between virtual card myths and facts?
If you said NO to any of those questions, then this eBook is for you! Learn how
vCards can help streamline your AP process, improve vendor relationships
and even turn your Accounts Payable department into a revenue generator.

VIRTUAL CARDS FOR AP

CHAPTER ONE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPARTMENT USING VIRTUAL
CARDS - WHY OR WHY NOT?

Virtual Cards are expected to Reach $1
Trillion in B2B payments by 2022, dishing
out tens of billions of dollars in rebates.
Source: PYMNTS.COM

Accounts Payable Department Using Virtual Cards? Why Not?
We understand that companies are
under pressure to reduce costs to
improve the bottom line.
This is the most desirable attribute of
adding a Virtual Card to the
Electronic Payments Program (EAP)
of an Accounts Payable Process.
Not only do Virtual Card E-Payments
allow companies to reduce expense,
they can also turn the Accounts
Payable Department into a revenue
generating department.

Understanding this benefit, we have
been curious about why more
companies are not more eager to
issue payments via Virtual Cards. To
gain insight, we asked this question
to a group of Accounts Payable
Professionals on LinkedIn.

Question Asked: We're wondering if this group
can provide insights into what's holding A/P
decision makers back from using Virtual Cards
for Accounts Payable payments?
The
answers posted within the group mainly
followed these
three concerns. We thought it
might be beneficial to present them to you and also
provide you with insights about our program
specifically.

1) Fear of being "charged a fee by the card
company" for isuing the payment.
This should not be case. The best virtual card
providers do not charge a fee - typically vCard
payments EARN cashback and the payments are
issued at no cost.

2) Fear of being "charged back" by the vendor
for the processing fee they incur.

Most major corporations who accept
cards from consumers and other
businesses build credit fees into their
forecasting margins. Therefore, they
do not anticipate compensation for
expedited virtual card payments.
It was also "agreed" on by several
members of the group that IF a
charge-back occurs, it is well down
the road and that the immediate
cash benefit far outweighs the small
percentage lost.
It was also noted that some "payers"
write "payment neutral terms" into all
contracts, thereby negating this
possible outcome.

Accounts Payable Department Using Virtual Cards? Why Not?
3) Fear of additional accounting work that
would need to be done after the vendor card
payment is processed.

If any of these concerns have been holding you
back from moving to virtual cards, we hope we
have provided some guidance to allay these fears.

When selecting and enrolling in a virtual card
program, a company should select a provider
that allows them to make a one-time-payment
and deem a vendor as paid. In essence, allowing
the virtual card provider to take on the burden of
accounting for the actual posting date of the
payment.

In addition to these new insights, we also think it is
important to remind you that the ultimate benefit
to your company for making Virtual Card
payments is that you will be paid a cash rebate
monthly*. (Translation = New Revenue Stream.)
If your accounting system can output a check file,
you should find a payment automation service
provider that can convert the file to the
appropriate format for Virtual Card Payments and
transmit it via secure FTP. And, ensure you are not
outsourcing this process...keeping your AP
department in complete control.
B2B Payments by Credit Card or Virtual Card.
It's an easy transition to make with the right
Accounts Payable solutions provider.

VIRTUAL CARDS FOR AP

CHAPTER TWO
PURCHASING CARDS VS. VIRTUAL CARDS: DO
YOU KNOW THE DIFFERENCE?

As of 2020, Virtual Cards are the fastest
growing payment type in the B2B
payment landscape - outpacing ACH
payments and Purchasing Cards.
Source: PYMNTS.COM

Purchasing Cards vs Virtual Cards: Do You Know the Difference?

VS.
Purchasing (or procurement) cards (P-Cards) are
prevalent in Accounts Payable departments.
They are used by many despite the fact that there is a
better and more secure option for issuing payments.
Since purchasing cards have long been considered the
standard for credit card payments, and most AP
professionals are unaware there's an alternative, the
weaknesses of P-Cards have frequently been
disregarded.
Virtual cards have been available for use for some time,
and what they offer in benefits far surpasses any perks
associated with the continued reign of purchasing
cards in B2B payments.

In a recent study conducted by PYMNTS.COM and Mastercard, about 50% of
businesses surveyed expressed that they expected their vCard transactions
to increase, with over 60% claiming that their P-Card transactions would
decrease or stay the same.

vCard Increase

P-Card Decrease
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Purchasing Cards vs Virtual Cards: Do You Know the Difference?
When you think about it, the eventual
decline of P-Cards makes a lot of sense.
According to the NAPCP, there are only
two real benefits attributable to payers
when using purchasing cards over more
traditional B2B payment methods, like
checks and ACH: cost reductions in
handling and mailing.
That's it. Also, keep in mind that using
purchasing cards is not as safe for payers
as other forms of payments.
As an alternative, virtual cards offer 99%
more security than any other payment
method that exists today (outside of
walking to the vendor yourself and
handing them exact change). Here is how
they can help the numerous problems
presented by purchasing cards.

Problems with Purchasing Cards in AP Today:
P-Card use exposes the organization to the
potential for undetected credit card fraud and
identity theft which can result in lost money.
There are multiples ways of placing orders. This
can confuse individuals who may not know the
proper method for each type of purchase.
P-Card spend data may not be integrated with
purchase data, resulting in incomplete
information when conducting spend analysis.
Source: Next Level Purchasing

Purchasing Cards vs Virtual Cards: Do You Know the Difference?
Solutions provided by vCards for AP:
Virtual credit card numbers are unique to each
transaction, meaning that there is no potential for
fraud or identity theft.
Payers won't get confused about what they've
paid with vCards. Each payment flows through the
normal AP approval process and is assigned to
designated organizations.
vCards carry GL clearing information for ease of
applying to overall systems, resulting in complete
information when conducting spend analysis.

Now that you have more information, you may realize
that purchasing cards can be risky for business
purchases. Find out more about integrating virtual cards
into your AP process. You may be surprise by how many
vendors already prefer vCards over other payment types.

VIRTUAL CARDS FOR AP

CHAPTER THREE
KNOWING WHEN TO USE PURCHASING CARDS VS.
VIRTUAL CARDS

Only 9% of suppliers prefer to receive
payments by purchasing cards and
commercial cards, but over 30% of
suppliers actually prefer virtual card
payments over all other methods.
Source: PYMNTS.COM

Knowing When to Use Purchasing Cards vs. Virtual Cards
There are many different types of commercial credit options
available to businesses these days (and virtual cards will soon
be used in place of all of them.)
There are Travel and Entertainment Cards (T&E), Purchasing
(or Procurement) Cards, Fleet Cards, Prepaid Cards and more.
For this eBook, we will focus our attention on differentiating
Purchasing Cards from Virtual Cards to allow you to gain a
better perspective on each.
Purchasing Cards give employees streamlined purchasing
power, and allow management to know that there's at least a
degree of purchasing controls in place.
The use of P-Cards has risen dramatically over the last
decade, as companies and governments seek to reduce
friction in the procurement process - especially on the fly.
Essentially, Purchasing cards are a form of company charge
card that allows goods and services to be procured without
using a traditional purchasing process.

The P-Cards are typically issued to
employees who are expected to follow
guidelines for use of the card - though,
not all employees do. The good news is
that there are a variety of controls that
can be placed on P-Cards.
Here are a few examples:

Single purchase dollar limits

Monthly purchase dollar limits
Restriction to purchase goods or services
in a specific merchant category code
(MCC)
Review & Approval of each purchase or
purchases -- especially when made by
an independent cardholder

Knowing When to Use Purchasing Cards vs. Virtual Cards
Virtual Card Payments on the other hand
are designed to streamline the accounts
payable process by converting check
payments to a secure ePayment,
eliminating costs associated with
distributing paper checks, speeding up
the turnaround time in which your
vendors receive payments and reducing
the risk associated with lost or stolen
paper checks.
The primary benefit is that it makes your
Accounts Payable process substantially
more efficient.

Virtual Cards are single issue cards that allow companies to
issue credit payments electronically to pay vendors/ supplier
through an existing payment card network all while maintaining
the highest security standards.
Each card is issued to a specific vendor for a custom dollar
amount. The cards are processed by the vendor similarly to the
traditional credit or purchasing card payments without a
physical card or an open line of credit being provided.

Knowing When to Use Purchasing Cards vs. Virtual Cards
5 Facts About Virtual Cards
Virtual Card numbers are unique for each transaction
vCard numbers are activated and assigned to designated organizations
Virtual Cards carry a specific maximum dollar amount for authorization
vCards may carry GL clearing information for ease of applying to overall systems
Virtual Cards "self-destruct" after the dollar threshold or specific purchase has been
utilized

VIRTUAL CARDS FOR AP

CHAPTER FOUR
VIRTUAL CARDS IN AP: MYTHS VS. FACTS

Virtual Cards can generate upwards of
1.5% cashback on AP spend, turning AP
costs into revenue and creating hundreds
of thousands of dollars in monthly rebates
over the course of a year.
Source: PYMNTS.COM

Virtual Cards in AP: Myths vs. Facts
Virtual Cards are not new to the U.S.
marketplace. They have been around for
over a decade.

vCard Use & Approval in AP/ AR

Yet, even with the trailblazing technology
and benefits to business payments that
Suppliers
they offer, virtual cards were not widely
accepted until 2016. According to a
recent study by MasterCard, over 50% of
suppliers are happy when receiving virtual
card payments due to the expedited
access to cash and enhanced security.
Payers
The study also outlines that over 50% of
payers enjoy using virtual cards because
of how easy they are to implement - with
Virtual Cards also being praised as the
best option for fraud and data protection.
Today, approximately 30% of companies
are incorporating virtual cards into their
payments strategy.

So, why are companies hesitating to
implement virtual cards into their
payments arsenal?
The answer can be broken down into two
primary roadblocks.
Fear of the unknown

Usage
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Companies currently taking advantage
of virtual cards range from small and
mid-sized businesses to some of the
largest enterprises in the world. And by
2022, it's expected that virtual cards will
reach $1 trillion in annual dollars
processed.

Uncertainty about the continuity of
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Virtual Cards in AP: Myths vs. Facts
For first time users, it's uncharted territory

Fear that vCards will negatively impact cashflow

Today’s technology has given companies the
opportunity to grow in ways that they may not have
imagined were possible. However, at first, the uncharted
territory of transitioning to a new platform can bring
about feelings of uncertainty. Will the new technology
be user-friendly? Will employees be hesitant to the
transition? Will the benefits outweigh the risks?

All companies are concerned with making sure that
they are producing more money that they are
spending. Uncertainty has prohibited businesses and
people from migrating to better payment options and
technological advancements for years. It often takes
massive events/ crisis to propel cautious businesses
into making a change - even if it's a much needed one.

The good news is, the benefits of virtual cards far outweigh any perceived obstacles. Here's a quick
summary of the immediate opportunities virtual card adoption will create for your company.
vCards ensure that private
information remains secure and
increases protection against fraud.

Companies earn monthly rebates
with virtual cards.

Companies save money with
vCards based on costs and the
absence of transaction fees.

Businesses don't have to worry about
fees associated with lost and/or
misplaced information and money

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
THREE REASONS TO GET STARTED WITH VCARDS TODAY

Generate Revenue

Increase Security

Cut Costs

LEARN MORE
READY TO TURN AP SPEND INTO
REVENUE
CONTACT US TODAY FOR MORE INFO ON VCARDS
AND THE BENEFITS OF AP AUTOMATION

CLICK THE ROI CALCULATOR TO GET
STARTED

